TEACHING RESOURCES AVAILABLE
FROM CORK COUNTY LIBRARY

This collection includes photocopiable resources, books on
topics including literacy, numeracy, art and child behaviour
etc. plus a large selection of recommended texts for
special education areas including ASD and Dyslexia.

LOCATED AT FLOOR 2, COUNTY
LIBRARY BUILDING,
CARRIGROHANE RD., CORK

To borrow any of the above listed titles, books and
photocopiable resources, please email
schools.library@corkcoco.ie with your requests.
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Photocopiable Resources:

Did You Know That?

This photcopiable resource contains hundreds of quiz
questions to challenge students. It encourages them to

BRUNDALL
JOHN

Managing Anxiety
at School

use a range of research skills, reference tools including
encyclopaedias, dictionaries, atlases and internet
search engines to source answers to the quiz sheets.

This book contains a series of 18 topics that can be used
to support students in developing a repertoire of

CARTER
FRANCES A.

Awesome Atlas
Activities

responses for managing feelings of anxiety and fear
before they get out of control.

This photocopiable resource book provides high interest
challenges, quizzes and puzzles that support students in using
an atlas, and other sources of geography-based information
such as non-fiction books and the internet. Activities focus on

CILAS
SYLVIA

Positively Me!

mapping concepts and skills, and researching information on
continents, countries, capital cities, physical features, and
much more.

Positively Me! has been developed as support material for
teachers who are working with children aged 6-8 on

CLANCY
MARGUERITE

improving self-esteem and motivation, developing health
self-esteem and the need to feel happy and relaxed in
order to learn.
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CLUTTERBUCK
PETER

Peter Clutterbuck is the author of over 100 successful
student and teacher resource books for primary and
secondary school. His many years of classroom experience
ensure that his texts meet the needs of students, parents
and teachers. Peter has written many best-selling English
resources for primary schools, including Blake’s English
Guide, the culmination of his years of experience teaching
English; its grammar, punctuation and usage. We have a
large number of Peter Clutterbuck books available.

The Ultimate Times
Table Book

This book

is a “one-stop-shop” of effective hands-on

activities, memory games, simple tricks, fun quizzes and
teacher ideas for learning and teaching the times tables. It
provides teachers with activities and ideas that will work for

COTTRELL
ROB

all learning styles. Activities have been successfully trialled
by the author with a range of children. These activities can
be used with students right through the school, from those
who are just getting to grips with tables, to older students
who are having difficulty learning them.

Finding Your Feet
with Fiction

Exercises provide a variety of reading and listening skill
development alternatives, using fiction texts.

COTTRELL
ROB

Narture, Nature/
Art Manuals
for Primary Schools

Nature is a revolutionary new nature/art manual designed
particularly for primary school teachers. It will also appeal to
parents interested in conveying an appreciation of the natural
world to their children.

D’ARCY
GORDON
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Sensational Spelling
Games

This book teaches such vowel sounds through a series of fun
and addictive games suitable for a wide range of learning

DUFFY
CAROL

Songs and Games
for all Children

needs.

This photocopiable book contains traditional and nontraditional songs and rhymes for children. Each song and
rhyme in the book is linked to ideas for making visual aids

EVANS
JANET

A Handle on
Homophones
FARRELL
GENEVIEVE

Bully Off!
GALEY
PAULA

and simple games.

Handle on Homophones has been written to improve pupils’
knowledge, comprehension and spelling of a wide range of
common homophones (for example, their, they’re, there and to,
two, too) in the English language.

Bully Off! is based on current thinking in the area of bullying
prevention. It takes an accessible and highly practical
approach to ways of working with students on this complex
issue.
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Keep Cool!
Keep Cool! provides teachers with practical guidance and

GALEY
PAULA

Word Puzzles for
Really Busy Teachers
and their Students

strategies for helping students to understand what anger is,
where it comes from and how to deal with it.

Here’s a book of language focused crosswords for students
that will help to reinforce new words and phrases for a range
of topics across the curriculum.

GIDDENS
PETER

Word Puzzles for
Speakers of
Other Languages

Words from common usage and contexts are presented in the
form of themed puzzles.

GIDDENS
PETER

Let’s Learn Letters
GOODCHILD
RACHEL AND
STEPHEN

The Junior
Reading Toolkit
GREEN
REBECCA

This book will support your literacy programme by providing a
range of creative and meaningful alphabet activities across a
range of learning areas. The ability to recognise and rapidly
decode the letters of the alphabet is at the core of developing
literacy.

This great 80-page photocopiable resource book will support
your literacy programme by providing a variety of creative and
meaningful reading activities, games and templates for inclass or homework. Skills covered include: general reading;
alphabet; blends; rhyming; processing information;
punctuation; word endings; and word families.
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Essentially Fit
(Book A and Book B)

Essentially Fit - A Guide to Sport & Fitness Skills is a twobook photocopiable series which provides comprehensive
ideas and directions for daily fitness activities that can be
used throughout the primary school. The series contains
step-by-step plans for fitness lessons that also develop

GREEN
SIMON

small ball skills, large ball skills, oval ball skills, athletic skills
and team skills. Fitness lessons contain information on who
the lesson is suitable for, equipment requirements,
comprehensive ‘how to’ notes in writing and diagram form,
teaching points and suggested modifications and extension
ideas.

Teaching the Arts
in theJunior School
(Book A and B)

The two books in the Teaching the Arts in the Junior School
series contain complete arts units that combine the four
disciplines (visual arts, drama, music, dance) using learning
and teaching approaches that are suitable for the first years

GREEN
REBECCA
AND SIMON

Brain Benders
for Beginners

of school.

The problems and teasers in this resource were designed to
enhance children's thinking skills. There are 30 topics each with
3 types of tasks: a) sit and think, b) go and find out, c) make

GRIMMETT
HELEN

Brain Benders
Work Sheets

and create. The resource helps children develop skills
including: critical and higher level thinking, inquiry process,
communication and presentation.

These sheets are ideal for language and enrichment.

GRIMMETT
HELEN
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Positive Behaviour
Tips

This photocopiable book contains 75 practical and easy to
implement behaviour management strategies that can be
used with individual students, small groups or whole

HODGSON
PATRICIA

classrooms. The book contains these sections: behaviourspecific tips; starting and finishing classes; time issues;
working with individuals; working with groups; working with
the whole class.

Art Eyes, Teaching
and Learning about
Visual Arts in the
Primary Classroom
(Books A and B)

Art Eyes is a rich and comprehensive visual arts series which
focuses on teaching and learning about visual arts in a
primary school setting.

MACDONALD
ROBINSON
REIHANA

Teaching Health
in the Junior School
(Books A and B)
NOBLE
TRISH AND
MCKENDRY
JUDITH

Enigmathics
(Book A and B)
O’ ROURKE
GABRIELLE

Teaching Health in the Junior School is a flexible two-book
resource series intended for use in the first two years of
school. The series is completely practical, with activity ideas
for teachers.

This excellent two-book photocopiable resource series will help
to develop students' co-operative learning and problem-solving
skills in measurement, number, geometry, algebra and
statistics.
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Bully Proof

This easy-to-use handbook will support teachers to bully
proof their classroom. It provides professional development

QUON
MARG

support, direction, practical wisdom and expertise for those
teachers who have responsibility for dealing with the
complex issue of school bullying.

Finding Your Way
with Poetry

Finding Your Way with Poetry has been written in two distinct
parts. The first part focuses on building students’ confidence
in the reading of poetry through process-based work. The

RATHGEN
ELODY

second part focuses on students writing their own poems.

Implementing Habits of
the Mind:
A Practical
Approach for
Classroom Teachers

The author takes the Habits of Mind and sets out practical
strategies for implementing them in a school and classroom
setting to show how the strategies can be applied.

RENNIE
ADRIAN

Finding Your Way
around Maps

Finding your Way around Maps contains a wealth of fun and
challenging activities that will help your students to become
expert map readers! If learners don’t understand the reason for
a title, key, direction indicator or any of the other components

ROCHE
NAOMI

of map, it is very hard for them to access information from it.
This teaching and learning resource is designed to address that
by providing teachers with strategies and activities that
support the development of ‘map literacy’ in their students.
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Research Wise

This photocopiable book contains fun and purposeful
activities that support and extend the students ‘inquiry
skills. Flexible worksheets will help students to ask their own

ROCHE
NAOMI

Incredible Insects

research questions and seek answers using a clear and
defined process.

A teacher resource book for the study of insects with
photocopiable worksheets; the learning activities in the book

SERENC
MARY

Quirky Quizzes
for Lively Libraries

provide wide curriculum coverage. The book is divided into
separate learning areas, covering Science, English, Maths and
The Arts.

In two books Quirky Quizzes for Lively Libraries will help
students to practise a range of research skills. Each book
contains quizzes and puzzles that relate to a variety of

SHAW
RON

learning areas. Students will use a range of reference sources
including encyclopaedias, dictionaries, atlases and Internet
search engines to find answers to the quiz sheets. Quizzes and
puzzles are arranged into mini-units.

Numbers for Nippers
(Books A and B)

The two maths books in this series for the first two years of
schooling are based on the idea that children learn maths by
using it, talking about it, and relating it to their own

THOMPSON
JOHN AND
BELWORTHY
LAUREL

experiences.
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Repetition & Rhyme –
Storytelling for Children
under 2 years of Age

Repetition, Rhyme and Rhythm shows by telling a story,
through the oral tradition, you are giving children the gift of
your attention. The use of rich language allows children to
develop imagination. This resource assists the practitioner
to create an environment of story in which the well being of

TOBIAS
BERTHA

the baby is paramount thus giving a sense of belonging.
Infants brains develop rapidly during the first 24 months.
Exposure to rhymes, movement, music, language and books
create pathways in the brain that assist future
development.

Tales with a Tip,
Stories That
Make a Point
(Books A and B)

Stories that Make a Point Tales with a Tip is a resource
series which supports teaching and learning about
personal attitudes, values, and relationships with other
people.

WEBB
DAVID
Special Needs & Resource Aids

Dyslexia
GAVIN READ & SHANNON GREEN – 100 Ideas for supporting pupils with Dyslexia
MARY BALL ET AL – Dyslexia – An Irish Perspective.
MARGARET ROOKE – Dyslexia is my Super Power
GAVIN REID – Dyslexia in the Early Years
NEIL ALEXANDER-PASSE – Dyslexia and Mental Health
MARGET ROOKE – Creative Successful Dyslexic
ALAIS WINTON – The Self-Help Guide for Teens with Dyslexia
HOLLY SWINTON & NICOLA MARTIN – Defeat Dyslexia
KEDA & HARRY COWLING – Toe by Toe
KATE POWER – The Illustrated Guide to Dyslexia & Its Amazing People
LISABETH EMLYN CLARK – I Don’t like Reading
KATE RUTTLE – Target Ladders: Dyslexia.

Differentiating for Inclusion
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A.S.D. & Special Ed.
NICOLE MARTIN – Arts as an Early Intervention Tool for Children with Autism
GEOFF KEWLEY & PAULINE LATHAM – 100 Ideas for supporting pupils with ADHD
ELISABETY HOLLISTER-SANDBERG – A Brief Guide to Autism Treatments
PAUL DICKINSON & LIZ HANNAH – It Can Get Better... dealing with common behaviour
problems in young autistic children
PHIL CHRISTIE ET AL – First steps in intervention with your child with Autism – frameworks
for communication
LORNA WING – What’s so special about Autism? (The National Autistic Society)
VAL CUMINE et al – Autism in the early years – A practical guide
K.L. AL-GHANI -

Learning about friendship – stories to support social skills training in

children with Asperger Syndrome and High Functioning Autism
K.L. AL-GHANI -

The Red Beast – Controlling anger in children with Asperger’s Syndrome

AILEEN STALKER – The One and Only Sam – A story for explaining idioms for Children
with Asperger Syndrome & other communication difficulties
TONY ATTWOOD – Why does Chris do that? (The National Autistic Society)
JUDY WELTON – Can I tell you about Asperger Syndrome?

A guide for friends & family

with tips for teachers.
SEAN GRIFFIN & MICHAEL SHEVLIN – Responding to Special Educational Needs – An Irish
Perspective
THERESE MCPHILLIPS – The Learning Support Teacher – a practical handbook (Blackrock
Education Centre)
FIONA KING – Special Education in Irish Classrooms: A Practical Guide
DR. DAVID J. CAREY – The Essential Guide to Special Education in Ireland
VERONICA BIRKETT – How to support and teach children with Special Educational Needs
GLYNIS HANNELL – Identifying Children with Special Needs – Checklists & Action plans
for Teachers
PATRICIA BABTIE – 100 Ideas for Primary Teachers for Numeracy Difficulties & Dyscalculia
JUDIT HORVATH -

50 Fantastic things to do with cardboard

JUDIT HORVATH -

50 Fantastic ideas for Exploring Food
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Drama, Music & Movement
MARLENE RATTIGAN – Kidz-Fiz-Biz – physical business for kids, learning through drama,
dance & song.
ANNA SCHER & CHARLES VERRALL -

100+ ideas for Drama

ANNA SCHER & CHARLES VERRALL -

Another 100+ ideas for Drama

KAY HIATT – Drama Play – bringing books to life through drama for 4-7 year olds
Easter Praise!

An Easter Musical

He is Alive – the Easter Story (songs mime, percussion & simple percussion for 6-9 years)
Drama Play – Bringing books to life through drama (4-7 years)
Songs for Every Easter (Book & CD for 5-11 years)
Songs for Every Season (Book & CD for 5-11 years)
Songs for Every Day ((Book & CD for 5-11 years)
Wonderful Water (Songs from Out of the Ark music for 4-7 years, with cd)
Animals (Songs from Out of the Ark music for 4-7 years, with cd)
Taking Care of Myself ((Songs from Out of the Ark music for 3-6 years, with cd)
On the Move (Songs from Out of the Ark music for 4-7 years, with cd)
Im Walking Down the Street (Songs & activities, 3-7 years)
Jump for Joy (Fun action & praise songs for primary, with cd)
Soundbites (150 ideas for music making with 10 original songs, includes cd)
It’s Time To Fly (10 original autumn songs for 3-6 years)
Swim Little Fish (Songs with Percussion for young children)
Bobby Shaftoe, Clap your hands (Musical fun with new songs from old favourites)
Mister Wolf & Little Red Riding Hood (Introduction to Music for 2-5 years)
The Crack Shot Kid ( Introducing Classical music through stories, with CD)
The Incredible Spinning Wheel (Expressive Art Resource, with CD)
The Singing Sack (28 song stories from around the world with CD)
Language Through Music (15 interactive action songs for teaching English as a foreign
language)
What’s the Difference? (Songs & Activities for 3-7 years)
30 Catchy New Assembly Songs (with CD)
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KAY UMANSKY Three Tapping Teddies (Musical stories & chants for the very young
KAY UMANSKY

Three Singing Pigs (Making Music with Traditional Stories)

KAY UMANSKY

Three Rocking Crocs(Making Music with Traditional Stories)

KAY UMANSKY

Three Rapping Rats (Making Music with Traditional Stories)

EILEEN DIAMOND Let’s Make Music Fun! (The blue Songbook, with CD)
EILEEN DIAMOND Let’s Make Music Fun! (The green Songbook, with CD)
EILEEN DIAMOND Everyday Songbook (29 bright & happy songs with 2 cds)
EILEEN DIAMOND An Early Start in Music (Songbook with music for voice, piano &
percussion 0-5 years)
EILEEN DIAMOND Musical Plays (with 2 cds)

Other Texts
MARY ROCHE – Developing Children’s Critical Thinking through Picturebooks: A Guide
for Primary & Early Years Students & Teachers.
KATE COLLINS-DONNELLY – Starving the Anger Gremlin
KATE COLLINS-DONNELLY – Starving the Exam Stress Gremlin
SARA NAISH – Rosie & The Very Annoying Parent
AIDAN CHAMBERS – Tell Me – Children, reading & talk (The Reading Environment)
GUY MERCHANT & HUW THOMAS – Picture books for the Literacy Hour – Activities for
Primary Teachers
FRANCOISE BARBE-GALL
MARGARET MARTIN -

How to talk to children about Art

Key issues:

Problem Solving
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